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INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, DAMMAM  

UPPER PRIMARY SECTIONS 
MID TERM EXAM REVISION WORKSHEET (2022-23) 

SUBJECT – ENGLISH                    CLASS - V 

Name____________________           Section ________         Roll no. ________ 
 

GRAMMAR: L-8  KINDS OF ADJECTIVES 

I. Underline the adjectives and state their kinds in the given sentences: 
 

1. Ali is an intelligent boy.    ______________________________________ 

2. We have little time for practice.   ____________________________ 

3. Those children broke the chair.   _________________________________ 

4. Her house is near the school.   ________________________________ 

5. What colour do you like the most?   ______________________________ 

6. The dog has four pups.   _______________________________________ 

  
II. Fill in the blanks with the adjectives as indicated in the brackets : 

 
1. The  __________ boy played with a  _________________  bat. (adjective of quality) 

2. ____________________   treasure box is full of jewels.  (demonstrative adjective) 

3. I have ______________ work to do, so I will be late.  (adjective of quantity) 

4. March is the  _________________  month of the year.  (adjective of number) 

5. _____________ car is parked in my garage?  (interrogative adjective) 

 
III. Write two  adjectives to describe each noun:  

1. ____________________  ,   _____________________   girl     

2. ____________________  ,   _____________________  dog 

3. ____________________  ,   _____________________  car 

GRAMMAR: Lesson – 9 COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES 

I. Fill the table with appropriate degrees of comparison: 

POSITIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

thin   

little   

 more expensive  

angry   

 faster  
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II. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the adjectives given in the brackets: 

 1. Timmy is ___________ than his brother. (young) 

 2. Sandra is a ___________ girl. (clever) 

 3. This chair is as _______________ as the one in the living room. (comfortable) 

 4. Children usually have ______ money to spend than the adults. (little) 

 5. That was the _______________ test I’ve ever taken. (difficult) 

 6. The store was ___________ than we thought. (far) 

 

III. Tick the correct word. 

 1. I am a ( good / better / best ) swimmer than my brother. 

 2. My mom is the ( busy / busier / busiest )person in the family. 

 3. Today is the (cold / colder / coldest) day of the season. 

 4. This is an (important / more important / most important) book. 

 

IV. Fill in the blanks with more…. than or less…. than or as many… as/ as few… as, as 
much… as or as little… as  

 1. This banyan tree has ______________ leaves _____ the neem tree. 

 2. There is _______________juice  in this glass jug _____ there is in the plastic one. 

 3. Rahul has __________money to spend ________Raj. 

 4.Simran has _______________toys ___________Reena. 

GRAMMAR: L – 10 ORDER OF ADJECTIVES 

A. Give at least three adjectives for each of these nouns: 

 

B. Arrange the adjectives in right order: 
 1. Sonal bought a __________________________________ dress  for her graduation day.                 

(woollen, British, fabulous) 
 
 2. Ruhi  arranged _______________________________plates for the party. 
     (plastic, blue, small) 
 
 3. Rohan gave Ann _____________________________________ watch for her birthday.       
     (beautiful, gold, Italian) 

Quality Size Age Shape Colour Origin Material Purpose 
Noun 

 

        chair 

        purse 

        bicycle 

        frock 
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C. Rearrange these words to form meaningful sentences: 

   1. small / my/ cookie/ delicious / a/ ate/ Chinese/ brother 

 Ans.____________________________________________________ 

  2. silk/ dress/ wedding/ Diana/ wants/ to / beautiful / buy / a  

 Ans. ______________________________________________________ 

  3. a/ wonderful / we/ old/ had/ French /clock / wooden 

 Ans. ______________________________________________________ 

GRAMMAR: L-11 Pronouns 

I. Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns: 

   1. You can choose any book, the choice is________. 

   2. This is Steve. Do you know________? 

   3. Milli and I are very good friends. _______ know each other since childhood. 

   4. Kavita is my friend. This flute is _________. 

II. Replace the underlined words with suitable pronouns: 

   1. My aunt lives in Mumbai, my aunt   (_______)  often comes to visit my family. 

   2. Suchi is an intelligent girl. We are proud of  Suchi  (_______). 

   3. Ruhi is my sister. Ruhi and my  (_______)  hobbies are the same. 

   4. My grandparents live in a village. I will visit my grandparents   (______)  soon. 

Ill. Fill in the blanks with the kind of pronoun mentioned in the brackets: 

  1. _________ is the best birthday gift I have ever got. (demonstrative pronoun) 

  2. You picked up my cell phone instead of ________. (possessive pronoun) 

  3. ____ love to play with my new pets. (personal pronoun) 

  4. ______ drops you to school? (interrogative pronoun) 

IV. Frame questions for the answers using the interrogative pronouns given in the 

brackets: 

  1. Jane won the first prize in the drawing competition. (Who) 

_________________________________________________ 

  2. Rimsha has brought Sam’s car to go to the museum. (Whose) 

__________________________________________________ 

  3. I have read the book ‘ The Wind in the Willow’. (Which) 

___________________________________________________ 

  4. Sheela will invite the CEO as the chief guest for the farewell party. (Whom) 

____________________________________________________ 

  5. Sameena gifted Tina a Barbie doll. (What) 

_____________________________________________________ 
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PROSE : L-1 WHITE MICE 

I. Answer in one or two words: 

  1. The boy gets down at _________________________ station. 

  2. Writer of ‘White Mice’: ____________________________________ 

  3. Who was Mr .Ghosh? ________________________________________ 

  4. “I’ll look after the white mice.” Who said this? _________________________ 

  5. pushed suddenly - ______________________________________ 

  6. antonym of huge × _______________________ 
 

II. Circle the correct spellings: 

   1. transferred                                  transfferred 

   2. ratteling                                       rattling 

III. Tick whether the underlined words in these sentences are countable or uncountable 
nouns: 

  1. The children are playing in the garden. (countable / uncountable) 

  2. Dehydrated babies must drink a lot of water. (countable / uncountable) 

  3. There are many windows in this room. (countable / uncountable) 

  4. I prefer  to drink tea. (countable / uncountable) 

IV. Complete these sentences with the correct nouns from the box: 

 

 

1. My favourite __________ (common noun) is the _____________________ (proper noun) 

2. We saw a ______________ of fish swimming past the coral reef. (collective noun) 

3. Heidi’s eyes shone with ____________when she received the trophy. (abstract noun) 

V. Complete the words using ick or ic : 

    1. st _______________                 2. mus   _____________ 

    3. cub _____________                  4. toothp  ____________ 
 

VI. Underline the Subjects and circle the Objects in these sentences : 

   1. I painted a portrait for my father.  

   2. The woman drank a glass of water. 

   3.  Mahesh kicked the ball hard.  

    4. The girls love to eat chocolates. 

 Washington Post,    pride,      newspaper,       school,      bunch 
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PROSE: L – 3 PAPAYA’S ADVENTURE 

I. Answer in one or two words: 

  1. author of the lesson ‘Papaya’s Adventure’ - _______________________________________ 

  2. small decorative objects –_______________________________________ 

  3. Mention one odd thing about Kitty - _______________________________________ 

  4. “Oh, which is our houseboat?” (Who said this ?) - ________________________ 

  5. Name of Nira and Niren’s houseboat was - __________________________________ 

 

II. Choose the correct fixed expressions from the box to complete the following 
sentences: 

{ safe and sound, to and fro,  pros and cons} 

  1. You must weigh the ______________________________ before taking any important    
decision. 

  2. I was happy to hear that they reached home. ____________________________________ . 

 

III. Underline the adverbs in the given sentences and mention its kind: 

   1.We visit our grandparents often. _________________________________ 

   2. I had almost finished my homework when the doorbell rang. ________________________ 

   3. The bus always arrives at 7 am. _________________________________ 

 

IV. Punctuate the given sentence: 

     1. rita has finished watching the series of harry potter  

     2. the pet store has cats dogs hamsters fish and turtles  

 

V. Pick the word which cannot be used to describe the highlighted word: 

    1. wind :   strong,     warm,     serene,      cold 

    2. horror :  fear,      delight,      terror,      panic 

PROSE: UNIT - 9 THE BLOSSOM TREE 

1- Complete these sentences with question tags: 

    a. It wasn’t a boring day, ____________________________? 

    b. Sahil drove the car carefully,____________________? 
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 2- Rewrite the sentences according to the instruction given in the brackets: 

       a. Did he burn his finger yesterday? (Declarative) 

          ________________________________________________________________ 

      b. Sam did not receive the invitation letter . (Interrogative) 

         ________________________________________________________________ 

     c. It is a great idea. (Exclamatory) 

        ________________________________________________________________ 

3- Complete these sentences by adding the correct prefixes to the words in the brackets 
to form the antonyms. (im, dis, mis) 

   a. It was shocking to know that my best friend was _______________. (loyal) 

   b. Nothing is _________________ if you put your heart and mind to it. (possible) 

4- Put apostrophes in the correct places in the given sentence: 

    a. The kings men werent allowed to leave the kingdom. 

5- Answer in one or two word . 

   a. A special kind of grass known for its power to purify things _____________________ 

   b. Stories or poems on animals usually ending with a moral lesson__________________ 

   c. One should not choose a friend by their __________________________  

6. Frame a meaningful sentence for the given word. 

 collapse - ________________________________________________________________ 

 7. Choose the correct option. 

  a. The friendship between Patan-Pali and Jigme was ___________________ ( Usual / Unusual) 

8. Who said to whom. 

  a. I wish I knew what to do!  
____________________________________________________________________ 

  b. What?  It was fine yesterday! 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

**************************************** 


